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Beleidssamenvatting 
In een eerste rapport (Lavrijsen & Nicaise (2013a)) verklaarden we, vanuit een functioneel 
perspectief op onderwijs, hoe de specificiteit van de in een bepaald systeem aangeleerde 
vaardigheden kan worden begrepen in samenhang met de regulering van de arbeidsmarkt in het land 
in kwestie. Het voorliggende rapport breidt dit kader uit met een breder perspectief op de manier 
waarop het onderwijs sociale stratificatie (re-)produceert. Op basis van een uitgebreide 
literatuurstudie (hoofdstuk 2) laat dit rapport immers zien hoe de mate van stratificatie in het 
onderwijs samenhangt met de types welvaartstaten zoals die door Esping-Andersen (1990) werden 
geïdentificeerd (liberaal, conservatief, sociaaldemocratisch). De keuze voor een bepaald type 
welvaartsstaat werkt door in de vorming van publieke voorkeuren over onderwijs (welke structuur 
wordt als rechtvaardig ervaren?), in de hoogte van de budgetten die voor onderwijs worden 
gereserveerd, in de participatiegraad, en in het algemene niveau en de sociaal rechtvaardig geachte 
verdeling van de leerprestaties. 
Een combinatie van beide perspectieven leidt vervolgens tot een typologie van onderwijssystemen 
(hoofdstuk 3) waarin een vijftal groepen kunnen worden geïdentificeerd: de duale systemen 
(Duitsland, Oostenrijk), de voornamelijk schoolse beroepssystemen (Nederland), de comprehensieve 
beroepssystemen (Scandinavische landen), de algemeen georiënteerde liberale systemen (US, 
Ierland, UK) en de Mediterrane systemen (Zuid-Europa).  
De resulterende typologie wordt vervolgens een eerste keer getest op basis van gegevens uit de 
Labour Force Survey (arbeidsmarktuitkomsten van leerlingen uit het beroepsonderwijs), PIAAC 
(idem, aangevuld met gegevens over hun numerieke en leesvaardigheid) en de Eurobarometer 
(imago van het beroepsonderwijs). Meer gedetailleerde analyses van deze datasets, waarbij in het 
bijzonder zal worden gekeken naar de samenhang tussen sociale achtergrond, onderwijskeuzes en 
arbeidsmarktuitkomsten, zullen in de loop van 2014 worden gepresenteerd. 
Vlaanderen neemt in de hoger geschetste typologie een eerder hybride positie in. Langs de ene kant 
deelt het Vlaamse onderwijs veel van zijn kenmerken met het Nederlandse: een eerder vroege 
opdeling van leerlingen in verschillende onderwijsvormen (met in beide landen tendensen om deze 
vroege oriëntering te nuanceren - cf. de brugklassen in Nederland en de (veronderstelde) 
oriënterende functie van de eerste graad in de Eenheidsstructuur in Vlaanderen, welke nog zal 
worden versterkt als gevolg van de Masterplan van 4 juni 2013) en relatief hoge inschrijvingscijfers in 
goed uitgebouwde beroeps- en technische opleidingen. Op andere punten wijkt het Vlaamse 
onderwijs echter sterk af van dat van andere conservatieve welvaartsstaten: het bijna universele 
kleuteronderwijs (Andres & Pechar (2013)) en de sterke toegankelijkheid van het hoger onderwijs 
(Willemse & de Beer (2012)) verwacht men eerder in sociaaldemocratische welvaartsstaten, terwijl 
de nadruk op de vrije schoolkeuze en de resulterende marktwerking tussen scholen heel wat 
raakpunten heeft met de typisch liberale organisatie van onderwijs.  
In dat opzicht is een interessante bevinding in deze paper het desastreuze imago van het Vlaamse 
beroepsonderwijs (zie 4.2). Uit een Europees opinieonderzoek blijkt dat, op Nederland na, in geen 
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enkel West-Europees land beroepsonderwijs lager wordt gewaardeerd dan in Vlaanderen. Bovendien 
blijkt dit negatieve imago niet zozeer ingegeven door zorgen over de waarde van beroepsonderwijs 
op de arbeidsmarkt: over het algemeen schatten Vlamingen de afstemming tussen beide hoog in. 
Deze subjectieve waardering blijkt trouwens goed overeen te komen met objectieve gegevens: 
(Belgische) leerlingen uit het beroepsonderwijs vinden inderdaad vrij snel de weg naar een vaste 
baan (zie 4.1). Het negatieve imago van het beroepsonderwijs in Vlaanderen lijkt integendeel veel 
meer te worden veroorzaakt door een te lage inzet op de ontwikkeling van basiscompetenties. Dit 
zijn de vaardigheden die niet specifiek nodig zijn voor het beroep waarvoor men leert, maar die veel 
breder inzetbaar zijn, zoals communicatievaardigheden, het kunnen functioneren in team, het 
ontwikkelen van eigen initiatieven, etc. Op dit aspect scoort het Vlaamse beroepsonderwijs 
inderdaad erg pover. Ook deze subjectieve inschatting wordt trouwens ondersteund door objectieve 
gegevens: uit de eerste analyses van PIAAC (zie 4.3) blijkt inderdaad dat Vlaamse beroepsleerlingen 
minder goed scoren inzake numerieke en leesvaardigheid dan hun tegenhangers uit de andere 
deelnemende landen.  
In die zin is de hernieuwde aandacht voor de basisvorming in het beroepsonderwijs, zoals die onder 
meer naar voren komt uit het Masterplan voor de Hervorming van het Secundair Onderwijs van 
4 juni 2013, absoluut welkom. 
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Introduction 
In our first report for this research line (Lavrijsen & Nicaise (2013a)), we introduced three dimensions 
of educational system characteristics and explained how these characteristics influence educational 
outcomes in the short and the long run. The three key dimensions identified were stratification, 
specificity and governance. Stratification was defined as the extent to which the system directs pupils 
with different (perceived) abilities via distinct educational trajectories towards different educational 
end-points (e.g. through early tracking). Specificity was described in terms of the main objective of 
the educational system: is it supplying vocational skills and preparing students for the labour market 
(“employment logic”, “vocational orientation”) and/or is it delivering high general competencies 
geared towards continuing education (“education logic”, “academic orientation”)? Finally, 
governance was linked to concepts as autonomy, accountability, and competition between schools 
(market forces).  
Empirical evidence on the effects of these characteristics is reasonably convincing when the scope is 
limited to educational outcomes in the short term, i.e. learning performance of students in schools. 
For example, early tracking has been repeatedly shown to reinforce the impact of parental 
background and school performance as measured by internationally standardized student 
assessments (Van de Werfhorst & Mijs (2010)). However, in this research line the question at stake is 
what happens within a longer time frame. What are the effects of educational system characteristics 
on educational attainment (obtaining a high school or tertiary qualification)? How do they influence 
the transition to the labour market (the time needed to find a job, the risk of mismatch)? How does 
the design of the educational system affect the later probability of unemployment or income 
differentials between different groups? How does it impact on participation in lifelong learning? 
Studying such longer-term effects requires a broader perspective on educational systems. The 
transition speed, unemployment rates and income patterns depend not only on the design of the 
educational system, but just as much on other policy spheres. In our first report, we focussed on two 
broader perspectives on how the educational system and the labour market are interconnected: the 
production regime-literature based on Estevez-Abe (2001), and the literature on the transition from 
school to work such as the research by Shavit & Muller (2000) and Müller and Gangl (2003). Both 
perspectives suggest that in particular the design of vocational education (specificity dimension) is 
crucial in understanding patterns in labour market outcomes. For example, Shavit & Muller (2000) 
demonstrated that in countries where VET heavily invests in specific skills (e.g. Germany) vocational 
graduates face attractive labour market prospects at the start of their career (though Hanushek 
(2011) found that their prospects worsen rapidly with age).  
This report will further develop the framework set up in the first report (Lavrijsen & Nicaise (2013a). 
While our first report focussed on developing a broader framework for understanding the degree of 
specificity of vocational education, it did not yet provide such a framework for the degree of 
stratification as a whole. We will show how welfare states analysis (Esping-Andersen (1990)) might 
provide insight in this dimension. Moreover, we will provide a first check of the resulting typology of 
educational systems making use of existing research on several datasets: the Labour Force Survey for 
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examining the labour market outcomes of vocational graduates, a Eurobarometer survey for insights 
in the public image of VET, and PIAAC for information on the proficiency levels of adults and related 
labour market outcomes. However, in this report, the analysis is limited to a first glance at the 
macro-level; a more thorough analysis combining macro-level with micro-level characteristics will be 
the goal of subsequent analyses.  
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Chapter 1 - Vocational specificity 
In this chapter, we summarize the framework developed in our first report (Lavrijsen & Nicaise 
(2013a).  
1.1 Production regime theory 
In our first report, we built on production regime theory to identify groups of countries with different 
“skill regimes” (Estevez-Abe (2001)). The key argument is that workers are naturally more inclined to 
invest in general skills than in occupation-specific skills since the latter are not transferable from one 
job to another. Hence, when specific skills are of importance to the actors in the labour market (both 
employers and employees), they share a common concern to uphold labour market regulations that 
protect investments in specific skills.  
Hence, labour market regulation explains the essential distinction between the skill structures of 
liberal versus coordinated market economies. In the former, labour market regulation is weak and 
individuals are eager to invest only in general skills. The successful part of the population develops 
high levels of general skills through high-quality tertiary education, which offers great labour market 
perspectives, while the academically less inclined have no other option than joining the low-skilled 
part of the workforce. By contrast, coordinated market economies have adopted labour market 
regulations that guarantee some return on investment in specific skills (wage protection, protection 
against dismissal, unemployment protection). This opens up an attractive pathway to medium-skilled 
jobs for the academically less inclined and leads to a skill structure with many more intermediate 
skilled individuals. Moreover, firms adapt their production strategy to the available skills pool: firms 
in coordinated market economies specialize in high-quality products requiring medium-skilled 
workers (Germany) while firms in liberal countries specialize either in highly innovative branches (e.g. 
ICT) or low-skilled mass production. Hence, skills demand and supply feed back into each other and 
create more or less stable “skills equilibria”. 
Within coordinated market economies, the nature of the labour market regulation further 
determines the way specific skills are mainly delivered. When regulation focuses on protection 
against dismissal, workers can safely invest in skills that are specific for the particular firm they are 
working in. Hence, on-the-job-training will be the natural form of skills provision, e.g. through 
apprenticeships. When on the other hand regulation focuses on providing adequate unemployment 
benefits, workers will invest in skills typical for the broader industrial sector: even if they lose their 
job, they can take the time to find an appropriate job within the sector, and no industry-specific skill 
investment is lost. As these industry-specific skills contain a broader component compared to firm-
specific skills, they are usually provided in vocational schools rather than firms. Note that both types 
of regulations also require a mechanism that protects wages, as a job guarantee without a wage 
guarantee does not protect any skill investment.  
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The typology issued by Estevez-Abe seems to work well in distinguishing the Anglo-Saxon countries 
with high general skills (Ireland, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, UK, US) from the specific-skills 
oriented continental European countries. It also works reasonably well to separate some dual 
countries (Austria, Germany) from school-based vocational countries (Belgium, Finland), but here the 
expected mapping does not hold in all cases. 
1.2 Specificity and labour market outcomes 
A second source of insight comes from the research literature on the transition of young graduates 
into working life. The starting point here is that employers face considerable uncertainty about the 
skills of young applicants. The extent to which information on those skills can be derived from their 
qualifications depends on the educational system, and hence this design determines the role that 
education plays in initial labour market outcomes.  
First, when education systems are weakly standardized, as is the case in some Anglo-Saxon countries 
(US), this leads to limited congruence between qualifications and labour market outcomes. This is not 
the case for the European countries, which all have a reasonably standardized educational system. 
Here, the focus shifts to the effects of different kinds of qualifications, in particular vocational 
qualifications as opposed to general and tertiary ones. It seems that vocational education can be 
regarded in two different ways. In vocationally oriented countries, where education is primarily 
aimed at preparing young people for the labour force (e.g. Germany) and social partners are heavily 
involved in the educational system (e.g. by providing apprenticeships), a vocational qualification is 
primarily a proof of specific skills. Hence, vocational graduates experience smooth transitions into 
the labour market (Müller and Gangl (2003); Shavit & Muller (2000); Iannelli & Raffe (2007)) which 
makes vocational education an appealing option for youngsters. By contrast, in other countries the 
focus of education has always been to deliver abstract general knowledge, and vocational education 
was only set up as a residual system to the more prestigious general tracks - a last resort for the less 
talented. Instead of social partner involvement, the vocational schools that emerge in such countries 
often mimic the modus operandi of the general schools. Hence, a vocational qualification is a stigma 
of low general ability rather than a proof of having invested in specific skills, and labour market 
perspectives are rather bleak. In our previous report, we have labelled this differential meaning of 
vocational qualifications the “different content” vs. “lower level” distinction. 
Classifications of countries into this typology has been mainly utilising enrolment figures in 
vocational schools and apprenticeships compared to general tracks, as in Table 1.  
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Table 1 Example of a typology on the orientation of educational systems (adapted from Hanushek (2011)) 
Vocationally oriented systems 
 
Academically oriented 
systems 
 
Mediterranean countries Anglo-Saxon 
general countries 
High % of entrants in the labour market has a 
vocational qualification  
High % of entrants in the 
labour market has a general 
qualification  
High % of entrants in the 
labour market without any 
qualification 
Limited 
congruence, 
small VET 
Dual School-based    
Germany, Austria, Denmark, 
Switzerland, Czech Republic, 
Hungary 
The Netherlands, 
Belgium, Sweden, 
Finland, Norway 
France,  
United Kingdom 
Spain, Italy, Greece, Portugal US, Ireland 
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Chapter 2 - Stratification 
The framework sketched above focuses only on the vocational specificity of the educational system. 
However, we know from research on short-term outcomes (e.g. learning performance in PISA) that 
the degree of stratification (e.g. tracking age) influence the performance of the educational systems 
as well. For example, postponing selection into different tracks has been identified as a way to make 
the educational system more equitable (Lavrijsen, Nicaise & Wouters (2013); Van de Werfhorst & 
Mijs (2010)). Table 1 from the previous chapter makes clear that the framework does not yet 
accommodate for differences in tracking age, as we find examples of comprehensive countries in 
both the  dual group (Denmark), the school-based VET systems (e.g. Finland), the academically 
oriented countries (e.g. France), Mediterranean countries (e.g. Spain) and the Anglo-Saxon countries 
(e.g. US).  
Interestingly, there seems to be a correlation between the organisation of selection in the 
educational system and the type of welfare state. In this chapter, we will build on insights from 
welfare state analysis (Esping-Andersen (1990)) to propose an adapted framework in which both 
dimensions are integrated.  
2.1 Welfare state regimes 
In his influential volume Three Worlds of Welfare Capitalism Esping-Andersen (1990) classified 
welfare states into three distinct groups, tracing back their historical origin to differences in the 
power relations between different classes (farmers, workers and middle classes). 
- Firstly, in conservative countries (CC – mostly continental Europe) welfare is distributed across 
occupational lines. Benefits are linked to the contributions paid by wage-earners to national 
insurance schemes. For example, different pension schemes exist for manual workers, employees, 
civil servants, or the self-employed. Social systems in these countries have relatively high levels of 
social expenditure, but a rather small redistributive effect. This welfare type has been summarized 
as “high security, limited mobility” or as a “preservation of hierarchy”. 
 
- Secondly, liberal welfare states (LIB – mostly Anglo-Saxon) are built on the idea that free markets 
are the best way of guaranteeing that every individual can realize his full potential, regardless of 
social origin. State intervention is limited: social relief is at a low level and aimed solely at those 
who really can’t make their own living. Health and retirement schemes for the more advantaged 
are developed as private initiatives outside the public system. This type is often summarized as 
“low security, high mobility”, “equality of minimal needs”, or as “dualism”, as it creates rather large 
gaps between those successful and those who are not.  
 
- Finally, social democratic countries (SD – mostly Scandinavian) are based on the principle of 
universalism, with high-quality social services and generous benefits accessible to everyone. This 
entails both highly redistributive policies (taxes) and a strong commitment to full employment in 
order to bear the costs of generous programs (e.g. by enabling labour force participation of women 
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through heavily subsidized child care). This system has been dubbed as “equality of the highest 
standards” or as “universalism”.  
In the subsequent years, the typology of Esping-Andersen has been modified to accommodate the 
inclusion of countries not covered by the original typology (Arts & Gelissen (2002)). In particular, an 
additional cluster of Mediterranean welfare regimes, characterised by a high reliance on the family, 
was identified. Japan and other Eastern-Asian countries did not seem to fit well into any of the three 
worlds neither. Finally, the Central and Eastern European countries, which only recently turned into 
capitalist democracies, seemed to be rather heterogeneous and not easily identifiable with any of 
the existing clusters either.  
As Schroeder (2009) observes, welfare state and production regime typologies parallel each other to 
some degree; LME are liberal welfare states, and CME are either conservative or social-democratic 
welfare states. Schroeder applies principal components and cluster analysis to a wide array of 
indicators (i.e. the structure of the labour market (e.g. labour force participation), labour market 
regulation (e.g. employment protection), income distribution (e.g. poverty), industrial relations (e.g. 
centralized wage bargaining) and welfare regulation (e.g. replacement rates)) in order to empirically 
validate the proposed typologies. His results confirm a 3+2 typology, as in Table 2. 
Table 2 Classifications of production regimes and welfare states (Schroeder, 2009)) 
Production regimes Welfare states Countries 
LME Liberal Australia; Canada; Ireland; 
United Kingdom;1 United States 
CME Conservative Germany; Austria; Belgium; the 
Netherlands; France   
Social-democratic Finland; Denmark; Norway; 
Sweden 
- Mediterranean  Spain; Italy 
- Asian Japan; Korea  
2.2 Are educational systems tied to welfare state regimes? 
Interestingly, the resulting typology seems to parallel rather well educational system classifications 
based on the stratification dimension. For example, in our first report we discussed the typology of 
Western educational systems by Dupriez, Dumay & Vause (2008), which was based on the way the 
system handles student heterogeneity. By comparing both typologies, a correspondence seems 
obvious: 
- The group of liberal welfare states corresponds to the group of countries in which pupils can 
flexibly take courses on different levels for each discipline, depending on their ability (ability 
grouping). 
                                                            
1  As Esping-Andersen explains, the UK would have been classified within the CC-cluster in the first decades of the post-war 
period, but dramatically changed direction starting with the Thatcher government. 
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- The conservative cluster corresponds primarily to the group of early tracking countries, in which 
pupils are streamed into a track at a young age.  
- The education systems of the social democratic welfare states do not impose homogeneity on class 
groups, but use various forms of individualized teaching (such as differentiated teaching within a 
class or tutoring).  
- Mediterranean welfare states (but also France) accommodate for heterogeneity by isolating 
struggling students via grade retention.  
What explains this correspondence between welfare states and educational systems typologies? The 
most convincing explanation is that both are expressing (and maybe reproducing) a certain 
ideological basis, which justifies the way they are organised. As Van Oorschot, Opielka & Pfau-
Effinger (2008) note, “the typology of liberal, conservative and social-democratic welfare states (…) 
assumes that each type has a different ideological or cultural base. Underlying the liberal welfare 
state are values of personal responsibility and freedom, a related reluctance to accept state 
intervention, and market-led social organization. Conservatism, with its emphasis on society as an 
organic whole cherishing hierarchical group relations (…) underlies the type of conservative welfare 
states. And social-democratic values of social equality, labour market participation and mutual 
responsibility are those underlying the social democratic welfare state.”   
While the ideological bases of welfare states have thus been amply studied before, it seems natural 
that these ideologies are reflected in the educational system as well. For example, it has been argued 
that the degree of stratification which a society regards as “optimal” or “fair” depends on this 
ideological basis. Analysing interviews with parents and teachers from the US, Japan and Germany, 
LeTendre, Hofer & Shimizu (2003) for example observed that “nation-specific values and attitudes 
(i.e., cultures) determine which forms of curricular differentiation are legitimated and which 
contested. Dominant cultural beliefs about what students are capable of and the role that schools 
should play in educating them create different points of conflict over tracking. Differences in the 
prevalent forms of tracking (e.g., ability-based reading groups as opposed to formal curricular lanes) 
arise from dominant cultural ideals about education and the role of schools.” 
The most obvious connection between welfare and education strategies can probably be found in 
the social democratic regimes. These regimes have always put high emphasis on education as this 
was believed to be “the great equalizer”, enabling social mobility and generating equal life chances. 
The publicly funded comprehensive school system that was established during the ’60s and ’70s in 
Scandinavia is thus the educational expression of a broader policy geared at democracy, equality and 
progressiveness (Antikainen (2006)). This educational system had to combine a high average 
performance level with equal chances for everybody and a low social reproduction of educational 
achievement. This was pursued by heavy public funding, a well-trained teacher staff (master level) 
and an educational structure that promoted equal opportunities by postponing selection and 
offering individualized assistance to those in need. Peter, Edgerton & Roberts (2010) summarize the 
social-democratic view on education as follows: “Equalising access to quality education at all levels is 
vital to equality of condition for citizens. Equal access to comprehensive education is seen as the right 
of all citizens and as key to social security and a united, prosperous nation.” 
Just as social democratic welfare states, liberal welfare states have always pursued high social 
mobility, albeit from a different viewpoint: instead of social equality and solidarity, liberal states 
promoted the individualistic meritocratic ideal. The problem for the liberal ideology is not that 
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individuals experience different successes, as long as these are the expression of differences in ability 
or effort. The real problem is that many structures are designed to uphold a status-quo, and hence 
that success does not depend on merit but on social origin. Hence, educational policy should not so 
much focus on raising the performance of disadvantaged students (as an active government policy 
would distort the full responsibility of the individual), but on removing unjustified barriers which 
block talented students from achieving success only because of social origin. Stratification into 
different tracks at a young age is unfair as it limits young person’s chances based on too limited 
information on his competences: high schools usually do not group students in rigid tracks. At the 
same time, there is nothing wrong with rewarding individual merit, and flexible grouping of students 
in differentiated streams is permitted as long as this is done on the basis of their performance, and as 
long as there are continuous options to promote to a higher level when achievement is satisfactory. 
This explains the Anglo-Saxon model of ability grouping. 
Finally, conservative states are more pre-occupied with security than with mobility. The dominant 
rationale that “there is a place for everyone in society” suggests that education should not so much 
try to give everyone an equal basis, but that it should allocate students to different positions in 
society. Effects of social origin are regarded as a mere expression of unevenly distributed capacities 
(Wielemans (1986)). Hence, the preferable answer towards social disadvantage is not comprehensive 
reform but high-quality vocational education, as this is the pathway into secure employment for the 
less advantaged. Stratification, with an early selection into rigid tracks with different social 
endpoints, is thus accepted even when (or, according to some scholars (Horn (2007), because)) this 
means that educational opportunities are evenly distributed by social origin.  
Not covered by this typology are the Mediterranean countries (Greece, Portugal, Spain, and 
sometimes Italy or even France). Their welfare states were not included in the original book by 
Esping-Andersen, and later analyses have suggested that these are different from all of the types 
above. An important observation here may be that the first three countries are relatively young 
democracies. History has deeply influenced their economic structure (relatively large share of 
agriculture), welfare provision and education systems. For example, before the end of the 
dictatorship era in the mid ‘70s, educational attainment was still very low compared to that of other 
European countries (to illustrate what this means: in Salazar’s Portugal any increase in the 
educational attainment in the population was regarded as a threat to stability, not as an 
opportunity). Many young people left school at the end of primary school. When this period ended, 
the first concern was to lift educational attainment by raising the compulsory education age, with 
common core education until the age of 14 or 15. This is at least a quite different starting point for 
developing comprehensive schools than it was in the social-democratic countries, which were built 
from an ethos of excellence and equity. This may for example explain why Southern countries 
combine a formal common core education with heavy reliance on grade retention – which would be 
in fierce conflict with the comprehensive ideals in the Nordic countries – and hence their place in the 
typology by Dupriez et al. It also explains why many of the Southern countries are still struggling with 
low educational attainment figures (see Lavrijsen & Nicaise (2013b)).   
Note that the above classification is of course an ideal-type one. In reality, countries may share 
characteristics of different types. In particular, there may be more aspects of stratification than our 
summary discusses. For example, Henkens (2006) showed how the introduction of comprehensive 
education in Flanders (VSO, Vernieuwd Secundair Onderwijs) was supported (and, for that matter, 
contested) by partisans of all three political families. For social-democrats it was indeed clearly about 
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limiting social reproduction, but liberals supported it as well - from a manpower perspective (“not 
losing any talent”), and Christian-Democrats appreciated its connotations with fraternity and social 
cohesion (“a preparation for a fraternal community in which classes grow into each other more 
closely”, as one of the leading Christian-Democratic politicians put it). Moreover, it is particularly the 
manpower rationale that has gained influence in the last decades. At the same time, with the 
development of large-scale standardized assessments, the debate about the optimal educational 
setting has shifted from mere ideological preferences to more objective considerations:  which 
system design guarantees the highest delivery of general competences (see the importance 
attributed to league tables after every publication of PISA-results)? Hence, nowadays educational 
policy is probably less coloured by ideological perspectives than it was 40 years ago. Still, it is clear 
that ideological “rationales” guide educational system design today, if only because of path-
dependence. 
Finally, note that we only paid attention here to the correspondence between welfare state types 
and the stratification dimension. However, the governance dimension may also be closely linked to 
them. It is straightforward to expect private initiative (e.g. private schools) to be more dominant in 
liberal countries. In the same vein, we could also think of the publicly subsidised, privately organised 
education systems of the Netherlands and Belgium, in which large parts of education are provided by 
confessional groupings, as reflections of the corporative nature of the conservative states. 
2.3 Partial empirical checks 
The research by LeTendre, Hofer & Shimizu (2003) empirically showed that perceptions about 
tracking indeed varied across countries. German respondents accepted early selection and rigid 
tracking because the dominant belief that “there is a place for everyone in society and that this place 
can be well chosen in advance. Hence, the legitimacy of the early specialization of German schools is 
linked to dominant cultural beliefs that children’s abilities can and should be identified, that the 
school curriculum should adjust for that identification, and that schools have a legitimate role in 
assigning a “place” for everyone in German national society”. By contrast, Americans argued that 
rigid selection “limits students in developing to the best of their potential”, and the general concern 
was “how to tailor the school system to better meet the needs of the individual”. A similar notion on 
how the design of the educational system  is related to public values and legitimacy can be found in 
Baldi (2012), who shows how differences in the discourse on education explain why the UK favoured 
comprehensive education and Germany stratification; and in Henkens (2006), who analysed the 
fierce opposition, led by conservatives, against comprehensive reforms in Flanders in the ‘70s.  
A second empirical check on the correspondence between welfare states and educational systems 
can be performed on the basis of expenditure data. As liberal regimes prefer social mobility through 
educational opportunity over social insurance, we expect these states to have high investments in 
education and low social budgets. The reverse should be true for conservative regimes, which are 
expected to combine high social insurance with relatively low educational investments. Finally, if 
social democratic countries want to pursue equality of the highest standards both in the social and 
the educational domain, both should be adequately financed. These hypotheses were put under 
scrutiny by Hega & Hokenmaier (2002), who could indeed confirm these tendencies in the three 
different welfare states types. 
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Thirdly, the typology has been tested focusing on educational outcomes instead of inputs. 
Allmendinger & Leibfried (2003) examined how the pattern of PISA2000-results reflects the welfare 
state typology, both with regard to average performance level and to gaps between high and low 
performers. Apparently, liberal welfare states combine a high average literacy level with rather large 
skill gaps, corresponding to the individualistic meritocratic ideal. Social democratic states score high 
on average and with low inequalities, referring to “equity of the highest standards”. Conservative 
states’ tendency to prefer social expenditure over educational investments leads to a lower average 
level, while their stratified educational systems are detrimental to equality as well. (Note that for the 
latter cluster only Germany, Switzerland and Austria were taken into account, which leaves open why 
the average level in the Netherlands and (the Flemish part of) Belgium is scoring comparatively much 
higher.) Similar observations were made by Peter, Edgerton & Roberts (2010), who showed that the 
effect of socio-economic variables on individual performance in PISA2003 was the highest in 
conservative countries and the lowest in socio-democratic countries - as expected.  
While the former analysis focussed on secondary education, Willemse & de Beer (2012) studied 
higher education design. They found that the accessibility of higher education (e.g. low tuition fees, 
high enrolment rates) was highest in socio-democratic countries, while the stratification (e.g. 
differentiation and specificity of tertiary institutions) was highest in conservative countries, as 
expected. Interestingly, Belgium turned out to be a hybrid case, situated somewhere in between the 
different clusters.  
Finally, Andres & Pechar (2013) included the organisation of early childhood education and care (pre-
primary). While this was completely left to the market in the liberal states, it was heavily subsidised 
and nearly universal in the social-democratic ones (for reasons of social equity and female labour 
participation) and underdeveloped in conservative states (which preferred financial support directly 
to families). (However, note again that the high pre-primary enrolment rate in Flanders does not fit 
well into this picture.) Andres & Pechar (2013) also confirmed the relationship between private 
initiative in higher education and liberal regimes. 
2.4 Full empirical checks 
While each of the empirical examples above focused on a single educational characteristic, the 
literature to date contains two comprehensive analyses of the relationship between educational 
system design, production regime and welfare state type.  
First, West & Nikolai (2013) collected a large set of indicators for 14 European countries, covering all 
the three key dimensions of educational system characteristics explained in our previous report 
(stratification, specificity, governance), input and participation indicators and educational outcomes 
as measured by PISA: 
- Stratification 
- Age of first selection 
- Number of school types or distinct educational programmes available to 15 year olds 
 
- Governance 
- Existence of standards-based external examinations 
- Enrolment in government dependent and independent private institutions, 2009 
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- Specificity 
- Enrolment in general upper secondary programmes, 2010 
- Enrolment in vocational programmes, 2010 
 
- Inputs  
- Public expenditure on primary education (ISCED 1) as % of GDP, 2009  
- Public expenditure on secondary education (ISCED 2–4) as % of GDP, 2009 
- Public expenditure on tertiary education (ISCED 5–6) as % of GDP, 2009 
- Private expenditure on education as % of GDP, 2009  
- Ratio of public expenditure on education to public social expenditure as % of GDP, 2009 
- Ratio of public expenditure on primary and secondary education to expenditure on tertiary 
education as % of GDP, 2009 
- Ratio of pupils to teachers in primary, secondary and postsecondary non-tertiary education 
(ISCED 1–4), 2010 
 
- Participation rates 
- Participants at ISCED level 0 aged 3 years – as % of population aged 3, 2010 
- Participants in early education (between 4 years old and the starting age of compulsory 
education) – as % of the corresponding age, 2010 
- Early leavers from education and training, aged 18–24 years, 2011 
- Population with tertiary education, aged 25–34, 2010 
 
- Outcomes 
- Reading performance: difference between 5th and 95th percentiles, 2009 
- Reading performance below level 2  
- Reading performance level 5 and 6  
- Percentage of variance in pupil performance explained by PISA ESCS index, 2009 
On these indicators, a hierarchical cluster analysis was carried out. This means that countries are 
grouped together based on their positions at the above mentioned indicators. The result is shown in 
Figure 1. Apparently, the resulting clusters mimicked the three worlds of Esping-Andersen, plus a 
fourth Mediterranean cluster (including France and Italy). According to the authors, the most 
influential indicators in separating these clusters were tracking age and expenditure on education, 
characteristics we have already heavily commented on above.  
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Figure 1 Cluster analysis of educational regimes, taken from West & Nikolai (2012) 
Secondly, the article by Beblavy, Thum & Veselkova (2011) essentially started from the same idea, 
but it combined educational variables with welfare variables: 
 
- Education 
- Governance 
 Hours spent at school, 2009 
 Average time spent in out-of-school lessons, 2009 
 Variance of time spent in out-of-school lessons, 2009  
 
- Participation 
 Participants in institutional childcare or ISCED 0-1 at ages 3-5; average of ranked values, 
2009 
 
- Outcomes 
 Variance in student performance between schools (reading, PISA 2009) 
 Variance in student performance within schools (reading, PISA 2009) 
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- Welfare  
- Pension replacement rate of the median earner, 2011 
- Ratio between pension replacement rate of the 2*median earner to the median earner and of 
the median earner to the 0.5*median earner, 2011 
This again roughly confirmed the Esping-Andersen-typology, but precise classifications depended on 
which variables were selected. All in all, this exercise seems somewhat less appropriate than the one 
performed by West & Nikolai (2013), as it did not cover all educational characteristics adequately. 
For example, note that stratification was only included through the variance in educational 
outcomes, or that the role of the state was stated to be proxied by looking at the number of hours 
spent learning inside resp. outside the school, which are both highly questionable indicators for the 
underlying concepts. For our purpose, maybe the most interesting finding in the latter exercise was 
that Japan (which was not studied by West & Nikolai (2013)) seemed to stand in complete isolation 
from the other educational clusters.2  
 
 
 
                                                            
2  Interestingly, LeTendre, Hofer & Shimizu (2003) also discussed the organisation of education in the case of Japan. In 
Japan, tracking is postponed until the age of 15, with middle schools providing reasonably equal opportunities to 
everyone, independently of social origin. At the same time, the system is extremely competitive: a high-stakes test at 15 
years determines to which upper secondary schools the student has access, and these schools (and the universities 
following them) have large differences in status. In the interviews, Japanese supported this strong status hierarchy of 
upper secondary schools as the entrance exam was perceived as a fair selection mechanism. Hence, Japanese people 
support differentiation, but only at an older age, admittedly congruent with Japanese beliefs “about the role of effort as 
opposed to ability in determining such outcomes as students are given longer to demonstrate their competencies before 
the sorting occurs”. 
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Chapter 3 - A typology of educational regimes 
In the remainder of this paper, we will classify educational systems into different types, making use 
of a both the specificity perspective (Chapter 1) and the stratification perspective (Chapter 2). This 
gives rise to the following provisional typology, summarized in Table 3.  
Table 3 Proposed typology of educational regimes 
St
ra
ti
fi
ca
ti
o
n
 p
e
rs
p
e
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e 
Specificity perspective 
 Work-based VET School-based VET General orientation 
Conservative 1 - Dual 
 
2 - School-based VET  
Social-democratic  3 - Comprehensive VET 
 
 
Liberal   4 - General 
 
Mediterranean   5 - Mediterranean 
 
 
The first group of countries is characterised by their strong dual system. This group has high 
enrolment rates in VET and in apprenticeships. Vocational graduates have good career prospects, 
and tertiary education enrolment is relatively low. Germany and Austria belong to this group. 
Moreover, these conservative countries have early rigid tracking in place and often show high 
performance gaps between students. 
The second group is the set of countries with a school-based vocationally oriented education 
system. This group also has a sizeable VET sector, but apprenticeships are less common. Skills 
specificity is less pronounced than in the dual group, so more students enter tertiary education (as 
students are sorted by the level rather than the nature of their skills). These countries belong to the 
conservative welfare states as well, and hence tracking occurs rather early, though reforms have 
attempted to postpone it (with limited success). A clear example is the Netherlands. 
The third group of comprehensive and vocational systems shares with the previous group a highly 
developed VET in upper secondary, but as social-democratic welfare states they are far less stratified, 
e.g. pupils are tracked at a later age or programs combine general and vocational modules within the 
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same school. Sweden and Finland are examples of this approach, together with Denmark (although 
Denmark organises VET in a dual way). 
The fourth group focuses more on general orientation, with low VET shares and a strong focus on 
tertiary education. Ties between the educational system and the labour market are weaker. While 
the US is the clearest example of this approach typical for liberal welfare states, within Europe 
Ireland shares some of its properties.  
Finally, the Mediterranean group differs rather strongly from the previous ones because of an overall 
low congruence between educational attainment and labour market needs. Hence many leave school 
with neither secondary nor tertiary qualifications. Greece, Spain, and Portugal belong to this group. 
While the countries listed above may be regarded as the most obvious examples of each category, 
other countries may be more hybrid. First, Belgium (and the Flemish Community in particular) have 
been classified in the literature as both vocationally and academically oriented. We believe the 
vocational classification is more appropriate, as Belgium/Flemish region resembles the Netherlands 
in many respects: a rather young tracking age (although reforms have weakened this somewhat, cf. 
the “brugklassen” in the Netherlands and the ‘formal’ common core in the first grade in the Flemish 
Region), a relatively high share of enrolment in vocational and technical tracks, a history of being a 
conservative welfare state, and so on.  
The position of France and Italy has also been debated. France allegedly has a welfare state of the 
conservative type, but the strong French preference for abstract knowledge has long hindered the 
development of vocational education. Italy was initially classified as conservative as well by Esping-
Andersen, but the Mediterranean cluster seems to fit better. Finally, the UK is also difficult to 
classify. Its system hosts multiple pathways and options, in which vocational courses have recently 
proliferated as well. However, these are often provided in part-time teaching in adult education 
centres and hence are less part of the formal education system than the vocational tracks in 
vocational countries. Of course, subsequent analyses will shed more light on the validity of these 
classifications. 
So far, most typologies have been confined to Northern, Western and Southern Europe and have 
ignored Central and Eastern Europe, as a precise classification (both from a stratification and from a 
specificity perspective) of them is still unfounded (cf. Kogan, Gebel & Noelke (2008)). Under 
socialism, all CEE countries had a preference for a long common core education combined with dual 
arrangements leading to a secure (i.e. lifelong) spot in the planned economy. After the transition to 
capitalism, most countries have somehow taken up their historical design of education; e.g. the 
Czech and Slovak Republics, which have historically been under Austrian-Hungarian rule, have again 
turned to a first selection at age 10, while keeping a string orientation towards work-based VET. 
However, economic circumstances may blur a clear classification of their systems as members of the 
dual group: their industrial model relies on relatively cheap labour within transnational enterprises, 
with technological innovations imported from the West. So neither the Western rationales based on 
a strong protection of specific skills (which would increase labour costs) nor those focused on 
investment in general skills to enable innovation (which is not necessary) are completely transferable 
to the regimes in these countries (Saar & Ure). Moreover, in some of the CEE-countries the transition 
shock has produced poverty figures uncomparable to Western welfare states, and welfare provision 
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itself has undergone radical changes. Altogether this makes it very difficult to classify CEE-states in 
any of the groups outlined above. 
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Chapter 4 - Further testing educational regimes 
In this final chapter, we will provide a first test of the validity of the proposed framework on three 
datasets that have recently become available. However, in this report, the analyses are limited to the 
macro-level; a more thorough analysis combining macro-level with micro-level characteristics will be 
the goal of subsequent analyses.  
4.1 Labour market outcomes of vocational education in Europe 
Our first report (Lavrijsen & Nicaise (2013a)) already discussed some research projects examining the 
labour market outcomes of both vocational and general education graduates into working life. The 
results indicated that in vocationally oriented countries like Germany and Austria, vocational 
graduates (and in particular apprenticeships) initially had better labour perspectives (Müller and 
Shavit (1998)), although this “VET-premium” decreased with age (Hanushek (2011)). 
A new check of these statements has been produced by CEDEFOP (2013). Using data from the Labour 
Force Survey ad-hoc module 2009, they estimated the effect of the type of qualification on different 
labour market outcomes. The overall conclusion was that vocational education indeed facilitates a 
smooth transition from education to work: “Relative to medium-level general education, vocational 
graduates enjoy a faster transition to work, are more likely to have a permanent first job, and are less 
likely to find themselves in a first job with a qualification mismatch.”  
In this paragraph, we will have a more detailed look at their results. To start with, Figure 2 shows the 
pattern of qualifications detected in the 25-35 years cohort within the Labour Force Survey across 
selected European nations. The observed pattern matches the typology defined above rather well:  
- a high share of vocational qualifications and low tertiary rates in the dual countries; 
- a mediocre share of vocational qualifications and high tertiary rates in school-based and 
comprehensive VET-systems; 
- a low share of vocational qualifications and high share of general qualifications (both medium and 
tertiary level) in the general education-oriented liberal countries; 
- a high share of unqualified persons and low share of vocational graduates in the Mediterranean 
countries, except Italy. 
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Table 4 contains the estimates of the effect of different types of qualifications (medium-level 
general, medium-level vocational, tertiary technical and tertiary academic qualifications, relative to 
having no qualification) on various labour market outcomes.3 
An important preliminary warning when interpreting these results is that ability is unobserved.  As 
vocational education often caters for students with lower ability, it starts at a disadvantage 
compared to the general tracks. On the other hand, school leavers with medium-level general 
education may carry their own stigma, as in most countries general education was designed as a 
preparation for tertiary education, hence medium-level graduates are those “having failed to 
continue to tertiary”.  
First, note that according to Table 4, medium-level VET-qualifications indeed lead to quicker job 
finding and higher employment rates than medium-level general qualifications (the “VET-premium”). 
The effect on income is neutral (however, note that this may be interpreted as an advantageous 
effect of VET because of the unobserved differences in ability, as explained above).  
Secondly, apprenticeships display the highest premiums, pointing at their success to provide a bridge 
into working life.  
Thirdly, however, note the marked effect of age on the size of the VET-premium: the initial 
employment premium shrinks drastically, while the income premium even gets reversed; particularly 
the apprenticeship premium decreases with age. This important finding points to another 
disadvantage of specific skill formation: those skills depreciate relatively quickly. Note that the oldest 
respondents here were barely 35 years old; in the longer run, the VET-premiums might fade further.  
 
                                                            
3  The estimates for the duration of the first job search period were derived from a survival analysis model; higher 
estimates point to quicker first job finding. The estimates for unemployment are log odds from a multinomial logit 
model; higher estimates point to a higher probability of employment. The estimates for income were derived from an 
ordered logit model with the income decile as dependent variable. All models take unqualified persons as the reference 
group and account for individual controls (age, sex) and country dummies. 
Figure 2 Qualification patterns across the European Union (Cedefop, 2013) (25-35 years cohort, LFS2009) 
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A final remark relates to the comparison with tertiary qualifications, which show far quicker job 
findings, far greater employment chances and far more attractive income prospects than both 
vocational and medium-level general graduates. Compared to the tertiary premium, the differences 
between vocational and general medium-level graduates suddenly seem far less important.  
Table 4 Estimates of the effect of different types of qualifications (relative to having no qualification) on 
various labour market outcomes (taken from Cedefop, 2013) 
 
 First job 
search 
duration 
Odds of employment Income 
Overall 20-25 30-35 Overall 20-25 30-35 
Medium VET 0.54 0.99  1.14 0.95 0.52 0.61 0.48 
- dual / work-
based 
0.63 1.17 1.60 1.00 0.53 0.78 0.37 
- School-based 0.50 0.96 1.01 0.98 0.46 0.39 0.47 
Medium general 0.41 0.72  0.56 0.79 0.58 0.32 0.66 
Tertiary technical 0.80 1.68  1.76 1.66 1.27 1.35 1.25 
Tertiary academic 0.90 1.63  - 1.68 2.16 2.11 2.26 
The next question then is how these tendencies differ across countries. The CEDEFOP-report 
provides country-specific estimates for first job search duration and employment odds of vocational 
and general medium-level graduates, regardless of age.  
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As Figure 3 indicates, the dual countries stand out clearly with the quickest transition speeds and the 
highest employment rates among vocational graduates. Vocational graduates from school-based and 
comprehensive VET countries have mediocre labour market outcomes. While both liberal countries 
have only bleak perspectives for vocational graduates compared to medium-level general graduates, 
particularly in job finding speed, the Southern countries have the lowest VET-premiums on 
employment.  
Hence, the general expectations regarding the way in which vocational education gets rewarded in 
different educational settings are confirmed. Still, additional analysis might be needed to test the 
following questions and hypotheses: 
 
- How does the position of the Flemish Region departs from that of Belgium as a whole? 
 
- Are VET-premiums decreasing with age at the same rate everywhere? If a lack of foundation skills is 
the reason for this decline (Hanushek (2011)), we would expect a stronger age effect in the early 
tracking countries which have high skills gaps between academic and vocational tracks, and a  
smaller age effect in the comprehensive countries where the common core is longer and both 
tracks are often more integrated. The CEDEFOP-report does not contain such country-specific 
estimates for the effect of age on the VET-premium. 
 
Figure 3 Country-specific estimates of the VET-premia on employment chances and transition speeds 
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- Is the position of the dual countries attributable in Figure 3 solely attributable to their larger share 
of apprenticeships (which have different premiums than respondents who earned their 
qualification in school, see Table 4)? Or are there differences between countries in the effects of 
the same type of vocational education?  
 
- How is the size of the VET-premiums comparing to the premiums on tertiary education in different 
countries? Again, the CEDEFOP-report does not contain country-specific estimates for the tertiary 
premium. 
 
- How do the country-specific VET-premiums for income (or other labour market outcomes) look 
like? 
 
- Finally, what does this tell us from a social equity perspective? Who is selected into vocational 
education; does social background matter more in some countries than in others? And all things 
considered: to what extent does vocational education act as a safety net, providing secure 
pathways into working life for the socially disadvantaged, and to what extent as a dead end, 
prematurely blocking access to tertiary qualifications? This research question builds further on our 
second report, in which we examined the effect of educational system design on high school 
graduation rates for different social classes (Lavrijsen & Nicaise (2013b)). 
4.2 The image of vocational education 
A remarkable finding with regards to VET is that, although it offers vocational graduates rather 
attractive labour market prospects, it still suffers from a negative image in many countries. Hence, 
our next question is: what is influencing the esteem of vocational education? We will provide a first 
answer to this question using Eurobarometer 369 (2011), which contained a module about 
vocational education and was conducted in June 2011 with 14 329 European citizens from 
15 European Union Member States. 
In the literature, it is assumed that the image of VET is coloured by three conflicting perspectives 
(Lasonen & Manning (2000)). On one hand, as we saw, VET provides pupils with a set of specific skills 
which are directly applicable in a labour market context and often highly demanded by employers 
(“relevance” aspect). On the other hand, VET is often considered as a lower-status option than the 
academic tracks. For example, the occupational status of VET graduates is usually lower than that of 
general-educated individuals, particularly those holding tertiary qualifications. Moreover, there is 
clear evidence that specific skills lose their value with age. Both tendencies can be assumed to be 
stronger when VET delivers low levels of key competencies, such as reading or mathematical literacy, 
as this limits the opportunity to engage in LLL (“flexibility” or “long-term employability” aspect). 
Especially when students are sorted early on into rigid tracks, the gaps between academically and 
vocationally educated students are large (Lavrijsen & Nicaise (2013a)). Finally, the quality of the 
resources directed to VET, such as the adequacy of the equipment used or the competences of the 
teachers, can be assumed to independently colour the valuation of VET (“resources” aspect). 
From the previous paragraph, we expect VET to be perceived as most relevant in the ‘dual’ countries. 
However, VET is expected to be most flexible in the comprehensive VET countries, where a 
postponed tracking age and ample attention to the needs of disadvantaged students guarantee that 
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graduates from every track possess an adequate basis of key competencies. Moreover, we expect 
that all vocational systems (dual, school-based, comprehensive VET) invest better-quality resources 
into VET than general education-oriented countries. Hence, we expect the valuation to be the 
highest in dual countries (high relevance) and/or in comprehensive VET (high flexibility). This echoes 
two of the recommendations by Lasonen & Manning (2000): in order to increase esteem for VET, 
countries should engage in: 
 
- “vocational enhancement, i.e. emphasizing the distinctive nature of vocational education based on 
its characteristic content and links between employers and the providers of vocational education”; 
- and/or in “mutual enrichment, i.e. cooperation between vocational education institutions, 
enterprises, and academic upper secondary schools with the aim of providing students with a 
broader range of choices and offering them stimulating learning methods and environments”. 
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At this point, it is worth addressing the often overlooked question what “VET” actually means. 
For example, does it include technical education (TSO in Flanders), which mixes practical with 
general education and from which many students continue into tertiary? In official accounts, TSO 
is usually dichotomously regarded as either belonging or not belonging to VET (with the latter 
option most frequently adopted); in fact, this ambiguity partly explains why the Belgian (Flemish) 
education system has been categorised as having large resp. small enrolment rates in “VET”, 
depending on the source. The Eurobarometer offers an interesting insight into this issue, as 
respondents were asked both which track they graduated from (e.g. TSO, BSO, university) and 
whether they had acquired some vocational education, defined as “a type of learning which has 
a practical orientation towards a particular profession as well as preparing people for jobs which 
can be both manual and sophisticated (different from more general education).” An analysis of 
the correspondence between both variables reveals that e.g. half of the graduates from technical 
education (TSO) self-reported to have taken VET, while the other half did not. 
Secondly, note that this definition of VET does not require that the learning has taken place 
within the official education system. General education graduates who have subsequently been 
engaged in some form of on-the-job-training in their firms might report experience with this kind 
of “practical learning”, even if we would not regard this as vocational education as we 
understand it. This explains why the share of respondents reporting experience with “VET” in 
some countries is markedly higher than the share of persons graduating from a vocational track 
within the formal education system. Hence, some caution should be expressed when interpreting 
the results.4 
 
The image of VET was determined in the Eurobarometer on the basis of the following question: “Do 
you think that vocational education and training has a very positive, fairly positive, fairly negative or 
very negative image in your country?”  
Figure 4 plots the average valuation of VET for the Western European countries, classified according 
to the typology outlined above. The more to the right, the better the image of VET. Apparently, the 
esteem for VET is highest in Finland and in the two dual countries, confirming our expectations. On 
the other hand, and most interestingly, VET suffers from a low esteem in the Netherlands and the 
Flemish region. This indicates that having a large VET segment - in terms of enrolment figures - does 
not necessarily lead to a good image, on the contrary.  
 
 
                                                            
4  This appears to be the case particularly for Ireland, which we will exclude from the analysis. 
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What is causing the different valuation of VET across countries? From the survey, we constructed 
indicators for each of the three dimensions outlined above: relevance, flexibility, and the quality of 
resources. These were calculated as the average degree of agreement with the following statements: 
 
- “Relevance” (high relevance =  high value):  
o “People in vocational education and training learn skills that are needed by 
employers” 
o “Vocational education and training leads to jobs which are well paid” 
o “Vocational education and training leads to jobs which are not well regarded in 
society” (reversed) 
o “Vocational education and training leads to professions which are highly demanded 
on the labour market” 
o “Vocational education and training offers good career opportunities” 
 
- “Flexibility” (high flexibility =  high value):  
o “Vocational education and training does not prepare people to set up their own 
business” (reversed) 
Figure 4 The image of vocational education in different educational regimes (1: dual, 2: vocational school, 
3: vocational comprehensive, 4: general, 5: Mediterranean) 
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o “In vocational education and training, people do not learn skills such as 
communication or teamwork” (reversed) 
o “Vocational education and training enables people to continue with university studies 
afterwards” 
o “Vocational education and training does not provide opportunities to study abroad” 
(reversed) 
 
- “Resources” (high quality resources = high value): 
o “Vocational education and training gives access to modern equipment (computers, 
machines, etc.)” 
o “Teachers and trainers in vocational education and training are competent” 
First, Figure 5 indicates that the perceived labour market relevance of VET is highest in Austria and in 
the Scandinavian countries, but also in the Flemish region. Interestingly, the perceived relevance of 
VET in Germany is lower than expected.  
 
Figure 5 Relevance (vertical axis) and image (horizontal axis) of vocational education 
Given the high perceived relevance of VET, what is causing then the bleak image of VET in the 
Flemish region? Figure 6 suggests a possible explanation. Indeed, when it comes to flexibility, the 
Flemish region scores markedly low, probably due to the poor delivery of key competences in 
vocational education. Indeed, a similar observation was made by Kis (2010) in the OECD-review of 
Flemish VET. Overall, the comprehensive VET countries score better on this dimension than the early 
tracking countries, indicating that the former indeed offer more flexible pathways to VET students 
because of their stronger focus on key competencies. 
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Finally, Figure 7 shows that in terms of resources, the dual countries, Finland, but yet again the 
Flemish region stand out. Overall, the advantage of dual over school-based countries could be 
attributed to the involvement of employers in the operation of VET through apprenticeships. For 
example, students learning on the workplace can work with state-of-the-art equipment, while the 
equipment of schools is usually less adequate (e.g. because of financial constraints). Note that the 
low resources attributed to VET in Sweden, which scored high on both previous dimensions, may 
explain the relatively low image of VET compared with neighbouring Finland.  
  
Figure 6 Flexibility (vertical axis) and image (horizontal axis) of vocational education 
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To conclude, this preliminary analysis of the Eurobarometer broadly confirms the expectations based 
on our typology. The image of VET is the brightest in the dual countries and in comprehensive 
vocational Finland: in the former mostly because of the quality of the resources invested and its 
labour market relevance, in the latter also because of its high flexibility, which apparently did not 
come at the expense of the relevance of VET. By contrast, in the Flemish region, the image of VET 
was rather negative. This is due to the lack of flexibility / long-term employability of vocational 
graduates rather than the lack of labour market relevance or quality of the resources. In this sense, it 
can be seen as an argument to strengthen the core of key competences in vocational education, as 
suggested by the master plan for the reform of secondary education in Flanders.  
Our findings also call for caution when using simple indicators for the “vocational orientation” of a 
system, based on enrolment rates (see e.g. Brunello & Checchi (2007) or Bol & Van de Werfhorst 
(2013)). Not only is classifying tracks as vocational or general education a more ambiguous exercise 
than it may look like (as we saw for the technical track, TSO), but, more importantly, the enrolment 
rates do not seem to adequately reflect the status of VET in society, as the results for Flanders and 
the Netherlands reveal. Even with large enrolment rates, VET can be an unattractive “residual” 
option.  
Yet, this preliminary examination may not sketch be the full picture. For example, modelling country-
level valuation of education in terms of the three subdimensions leaves a significant part of the 
variance unexplained. Interestingly, the Flemish region has the largest unexplained negative residual, 
and this is sizeable (about half the full range of the variable in the dataset). This means that the 
negative image of VET in the Flemish region is only partly explained by the three subdimensions 
presented above. Moreover, the other two countries with significantly negative residuals are France 
and the Netherlands – both school-based VET systems. In the literature, it has been suggested that 
the valuation of VET suffers when vocational education mimics the operation modus of the general 
tracks, i.e. lessons taught in a school environment, with limited workplace experience, as this could 
Figure 7 Quality of resources (vertical axis) and image (horizontal axis) of vocational 
education 
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fuel the perception that what really distinguishes VET from general education is not the nature of the 
skills delivered, but rather its lower level.  
Table 5 Residuals after estimating "image" on the subdimensions 
Country Residual Country Residual Country Residual 
VL -0,36 ES -0,01 FI 0,13 
NL -0,29 GB -0,01 IT 0,16 
FR -0,14 DK 0,04 PT 0,17 
WA -0,06 DE 0,08 GR 0,19 
SE -0,02 AT 0,13   
 
Other questions worth further exploring include the following:  
 
- how do individual characteristics influence the valuation of VET: own experience with VET, 
social background, … 
 
- which specific reasons do respondents report to take or not to take vocational education, 
and who gave them advice in doing so.   
 
4.3 Educational regimes and PIAAC 
Finally, we will have a first look at the data from the Programme for International Assessment of 
Adult Competencies (PIAAC) that recently became available. In PIAAC, the literacy and numeracy 
skills and the ability to solve problems in technology-rich environments of adults aged 16 to 65 were 
tested in more than 20 countries. Moreover, a broad range of information, including the labour 
market situation of the respondents, was collected. 
4.3.1 The level and equitable distribution of skills 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, a correspondence has been found between the educational systems 
typology and the level and distribution of skills as measured in PISA (Allmendinger & Leibfried (2003), 
Peter, Edgerton & Roberts (2010)). However, in PISA, proficiency was measured at age 15, while 
PIAAC tests the whole working-age population (16-65). Do the observed relationships hold when 
examined in PIAAC ? 
Figure 8 suggests that the social-democratic cluster indeed scores relatively high compared to the 
other clusters (ignoring Japan). The dual conservative countries score lower, but Flanders and The 
Netherlands have relatively high skill levels. The position of liberal countries is worse than predicted 
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by their commitment to general skills in education as the major driver of mobility. The most striking 
figures relate to the poor scores of the Mediterranean countries.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As Figure 9 shows, the skill gaps (defined here as the difference between the 25th and the 75th 
percentile) are indeed the largest in the liberal countries (except Ireland). On the other hand, note 
the relatively small skill gaps in both the Asian and the former socialist countries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8 The level of literacy skills in different educational regimes 
Figure 9 Gaps between the 25th and 75th percentile of literacy skills in 
different educational regimes 
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When it comes to social equity (the size of the effect of parental background on individual profiency, 
quantified here as the effect of parental education on proficiency), the social-democratic countries 
(except Finland) experience less social reproduction compared to the conservative ones (except the 
Netherlands). The position of the liberal countries varies sharply, with a remarkably high social 
reproduction (and hence, low mobility) in the United States.5  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So, overall, some of the predictions based on the typology developed in Chapter 2 are rather well 
matched, e.g. the relatively high skill levels and low effects of social background in the social-
democratic countries, as well as the large skill gaps in the liberal countries. On the other hand, some 
findings call for additional analysis, such as the low mobility and low proficiency levels in a number of 
liberal countries.  
Moreover, additional analysis may be needed to enhance our understanding of social equity. The 
PIAAC-report reports two different measures for social inequalities, an “unadjusted” one  (which is 
the one reported above) and an “adjusted” one. While the former is calculated by simply regressing 
performance on the highest educational level of the parents, the latter is derived from a model 
controlling also for differences in age, gender, migration status, language background, the 
respondent‘s own educational level and his type of occupation. However, this adjustment causes 
severe problems: it measures the effect of socio-economic background keeping educational level and 
occupation type constant. This may obscure the real degree of socio-economic equity of the 
educational system, as the respondents’ own educational level and occupation are dependent on 
their parents’ background and the strength of this relationship depends on the design of the 
educational system (see Lavrijsen & Nicaise (2013b)). A more informative measure of social 
inequality may be derived from models that only control for age, gender, immigration and language 
background, or by modelling path models representing the effect of social background on proficiency 
                                                            
5  Note that LeTendre, Hofer & Shimizu (2003) already commented on the perceived unfairness of the American education 
system as it is characterized by a strong emphasis on individual responsibility and choice: “The broad range of course 
offerings, combined with policies that indicate open student choice of courses, results in the responsibility for course 
decision-making being placed on students and their families. But because families differ dramatically in their knowledge 
of the system, the confusion creates opportunities for differential impact of family background and increases general 
concerns that the system has become unfair.” 
Figure 10 Effects on social background on literacy skills in different educational regimes 
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through various paths (directly, through educational attainment, through occupation, or through 
participation in life-long learning). 
4.3.2 Labour market outcomes 
A major advantage of PIAAC is that it combines information on labour market outcomes with 
educational characteristics. This may help us to test some of the assumptions about the skill 
structure of economies (Chapter 1).  
For example, Figure 11 represents the labour market structure in terms of the level of education that 
respondents report to be required to obtain their job. The picture confirms the strong emphasis on 
medium-level skills in the dual countries (specific skill structure). On the other hand, the polarisation 
(high number of both high-skilled and low-skilled jobs) is apparent in the liberal countries but also in 
the vocational school-based and comprehensive countries.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Another interesting question in PIAAC relates to the importance attached to formal qualifications in 
the labour market: to which extent are qualifications considered to be a full indication of someone’s 
proficiency? One possible way of studying this would be to consider the difference in literacy scores 
between under-qualified versus well-matched workers. The basic idea is that employers hiring 
employees consider two of their attributes: formal qualifications on one hand, and proficiency (to be 
demonstrated in the application procedure, by previous job experience, …) on the other. When 
employers are strongly attached to qualifications, it takes a larger surplus of skills for under-qualified 
candidates to be preferred over other candidates with the appropriate qualification. Hence, the more 
Figure 11 Level of education required to get respondents' job 
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proficient under-qualified people are - compared to persons with a qualification well-matched to 
their job -, the stronger the underlying attachment to qualifications. Figure 12 shows that it is indeed 
in the dual countries (including Denmark) and vocational school countries that qualifications 
structure labour market outcomes, while in the liberal (less-standardized) states proficient but 
underqualified persons are hired more easily. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PIAAC contains a wealth of information on these other labour market outcomes (employment 
probabilities income, mismatch). Exploring some of these relationships will be one of the main tasks 
in the remainder of this research line. 
4.3.3 Vocational education 
Finally, we will have a look at another central issue in this research line: the fate of vocational 
graduates. The PIAAC-dataset contains a variable indicating whether the respondent's highest level 
of education obtained is vocationally oriented (derived by national schemes on the basis of the 
formal qualifications reported, i.e. not as a subjective judgment, as it was in the Eurobarometer). The 
international report contains only limited information on the results for this particular subgroup: 
Figure 13 represents the average scores of vocational graduates from different countries as they 
were reported. At a first glance, the position of the Flemish Region seems very weak in this 
dimension, with vocational graduates showing very low skills levels.  
Figure 12 Skill surpluses in people underqualified for their jobs 
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However, it is again worth asking: 
 
- what exactly is classified as “vocational education” across countries; for a first analysis (in 
Dutch) regarding the definition of VET for Flanders, see Annex 1 
  
- to what extent this is an indication of the intrinsic quality of vocational education, and to 
what extent an indication of its selective intake; 
 
- most importantly, to what extent the general skills of vocational graduates influence their 
labour market outcomes, as opposed to their (unobserved) specific skills. From Chapter 1, we 
would expect that in vocationally oriented countries, general skills are less influential in the 
labour market outcomes of vocational graduates as they are above all rewarded on the basis 
of their specific skills. 
In the next reports within this research line, we will explore these questions into detail. 
 
 
Figure 13 Skill levels of vocational graduates 
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Chapter 5 - Conclusion 
While our first report (Lavrijsen & Nicaise (2013a)) focused on a functional perspective on education 
and understood skills specificity from a labour market regulation framework, the current report 
approached educational systems from a social stratification point of view. It showed that the three 
worlds usually identified in welfare state analysis (liberal, conservative, social-democratic), 
correspond neatly to types of educational systems. Different welfare state types are associated with 
different ideological preferences (which educational organisation is perceived as “fair”?) and with 
different patterns of expenditure, participation and educational outcomes.  
This correspondence is relevant for the following reasons. First, it qualifies comparative approaches 
in which educational system design is summarized in terms of rather simple indicators such as 
“tracking age” or “the size of vocational education” (see examples in Brunello & Checchi (2007), Bol 
& Van de Werfhorst (2013), but also Lavrijsen & Nicaise (2013b)). Indeed, these indicators, available 
for a wide range of countries, are reasonably informative for a first-glance classification of 
educational systems: it clarifies for example in what way the dual German system differs from the 
high school system from the US. However, these figures do not reveal the philosophy underpinning 
the design of education systems. For example, our account of social stratification (Chapter 2) 
suggests that comprehensive schooling has a quite different connotation in social-democratic 
countries, which emphasize equity and pay particular attention to disadvantaged students, than in 
liberal countries, where it is based on the idea that sorting too early and too rigidly conflicts with the 
meritocratic ideal of individual responsibility and reward (not to speak of the Mediterranean 
examples). Similar arguments explain the differences between dual VET in the heavily 
interdependent education-labour nexus in Germany (where apprenticeships are defined as work 
contracts with a special status) and the mere  addition of work experience to an essentially school-
based VET system in Flanders (Green, Leney & Wolf (1999)). 
Secondly, as we already noted in Lavrijsen & Nicaise (2013a), examining outcomes of educational 
systems requires careful control for the effects of other policies influencing these outcomes as well. 
For example, when analysing the effect of tracking policies on the link between social origin and 
educational attainment (Lavrijsen & Nicaise (2013b)), we found that poverty rates influenced this link 
as well, over and above the effect of the educational structure. However, the current report suggests 
that the correspondence between socio-economic and educational characteristics might be a much 
deeper one: educational policies pursuing educational equity cannot be seen in isolation from the 
broader welfare package in which they are embedded. This corresponds to a commentary voiced by 
Dupriez & Dumay (2006), who tried to disentangle the effects of educational structures and social 
inequalities on educational equity as well: 
 
“Is the level of inequality of opportunities at school a reflection of the extent of inequalities 
present in society, or does it depend on characteristics belonging to the school system? (…) 
The answer is more favourable to the hypothesis of a school effect. This conclusion might 
impel educational decision-makers and managers who are concerned about equality to adopt 
and import into their countries the parameters which seem decisive in the mode of operation 
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of certain school systems. In our opinion, such a move might well be a long-term objective, 
but caution should be exercised concerning the ability of school staff to appropriate a model 
originating elsewhere. In a certain sense the effect of society is also a factor, even though it 
may not appear clearly in the analyses conducted here. The effect of society is probably more 
subtle: (…) it works through shared cultural representations, values and landmarks which 
offer greater or less credibility to a transformation of school structures. (…) It is possible to 
speak of cognitive and normative perceptions which affect people's ways of thinking and 
acting in the field of education. And in this sense, the characteristics of school structures 
reveal the values of a society and the way in which that society defines the role of the school.” 
This encourages researchers to analyse educational systems as more or less coherent “regimes”, 
closely intertwined with labour market and welfare provision spheres –with each system settled in its 
own “logic” (path-dependence). For example, as Green, Leney & Wolf (1999) notice, in the past 
decades European education systems have encountered rather common challenges, but this has by 
no means led to common answers.  
 
“A detailed survey of developments in the education and training systems of Member States 
confirms the major impact of global forces, shared demographic trends, and common 
objectives. However, it also confirms that there remain substantial differences in the structure 
and practices of different states. Parallel trajectories do not lead to convergence, and 
countries that start with very different structures, even though they respond to common 
pressures, will often remain very different. While historical and cultural factors remain very 
important, this survey underlines, in particular, the importance of labour markets in 
understanding developments over time. The impossibility of explaining education and training 
developments in isolation is particularly clear in the continuing differences between countries 
where initial post-compulsory education and training is strongly employment-based and 
those where it is predominantly school-based. This difference is also related to another 
remaining and fundamental difference at lower secondary level and between selective and 
comprehensive models. Underlying these divides are important differences in the way 
education and training articulate with labour market and enterprise organisation, which are 
not amenable to rapid change through government action.” 
In the subsequent work for this research line, we will take on the challenge to empirically study into 
detail how different types of educational systems produce different labour market outcomes to 
young people from different social backgrounds, based on the Labour Force Survey and PIAAC.  
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Bijlage 1 - De Vlaamse beroepsopleidingen in PIAAC 
In deze bijlage bekijken we de opleidingsachtergrond van de Vlaamse PIAAC-respondenten in detail. 
We beperken ons hier tot de cohorte tussen 25 en 35 jaar. 
Tabel A-1 geeft een aantal mogelijke kwalificaties weer waarmee het Vlaamse leerplichtonderwijs 
kan beëindigen in een technische of beroepsrichting, samen met de naam waaronder die kwalificatie 
in PIAAC. Hierbij valt op dat de variabele die in PIAAC aangeeft of “respondent's highest level of 
education obtained is vocationally oriented (VET)” enkel leerlingen met een getuigschrift BSO (6BSO) 
omvat. Leerlingen met een diploma van het TSO kwamen terecht in een algemene categorie met ASO 
en KSO, terwijl leerlingen die doorstroomden naar 7BSO opgenomen werden in één categorie met de 
leerlingen uit 7TSO. Daarnaast kunnen leerlingen uit het 6BSO (en 6TSO) ook in de 
ongedifferentieerde categorie “Hoger secundair onderwijs (geen onderwijsvorm)” terechtkomen. Al 
deze categorieën zijn dus gemengd en kunnen niet eenduidig als beroepsgeoriënteerd worden 
gelabeld.  
Tabel 1 Vlaams onderwijskwalificaties in PIAAC 
Kwalificatie Categorie in PIAAC 
Originele 
aanduiding 
VET 
Voorgestelde 
aanduiding VET 
6BSO 
Volledig beroepssecundair onderwijs X X 
OF Hoger secundair onderwijs (geen 
onderwijsvorm) 
  
7BSO 
Voortgezet secundair onderwijs dat toegang 
geeft tot hoger onderwijs (vierde graad of derde 
jaar van de derde graad van het secundair 
onderwijs) 
 X 
6TSO 
Volledig algemeen, technisch of kunstsecundair 
onderwijs 
  
OF Hoger secundair onderwijs (geen 
onderwijsvorm) 
  
7TSO 
Voortgezet secundair onderwijs dat toegang 
geeft tot hoger onderwijs (vierde graad of derde 
jaar van de derde graad van het secundair 
onderwijs) 
 X 
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Verdeling van kwalificaties 
Figuur a geeft de (gewogen) verdeling naar opleidingsniveau voor de Vlaamse PIAAC-cohorte tussen 
25-35 jaar.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ongeveer 13% van de ondervraagden geeft als hoogste kwalificatie een BSO-getuigschrift op, 7% een 
secundair diploma zonder info over de gevolgde onderwijsvorm, en 4% een diploma van “voortgezet 
secundair onderwijs” (vierde graad of 3de jaar van de 3de graad TSO of BSO).  
Men kan deze cijfers vergelijken met cijfers voor de reële uitstroom uit het secundair onderwijs zoals 
men die op de website van het departement O&V vindt - 
www.ond.vlaanderen.be/onderwijsstatistieken/. Zo kan men vaststellen dat van de leerlingen die in 
2003 het 6e jaar secundair afwerkten - de PIAAC-cohorte in kwestie was toen 16-26 jaar oud; dit zijn 
de oudste cijfers die men op de website vindt – ongeveer 23% dat in het BSO deed (12.682 
leerlingen). Een jaar later (2004) haalt 8.858 personen een diploma van het 7e jaar BSO haalden. Ook 
al gaat het niet noodzakelijk om dezelfde individuen (bv. personen die het 7e jaar dubbelden, die pas 
later in het 7e jaar instroomden, etc. zitten wel in de 7BSO-cijfers voor 2004 maar niet in de 6BSO-
cijfers voor 2003), toch lijdt het weinig twijfel dat het grootste deel van de 6BSO’ers uit 2003 er nog 
een 7e jaar bij deden. In vergelijking met de groep 7BSO’ers liggen de uitstroomcijfers voor de andere 
kwalificaties die in PIAAC ook als “vervolgonderwijs” werden geteld (7TSO en verpleegkunde) 
bovendien veel lager dan die van 7BSO.  
De statistische jaarboeken bevatten geen informatie over de omvang van de doorstroom vanuit 
7BSO naar het HO. Wel weten we dat in 2010 552 7BSO’ers een HO-diploma haalden (cf. 
parlementaire vraag nr. 572 van 1 september 2011 van Kathleen Deckx). Dit lijkt dus maar een zeer 
kleine groep t.o.v. de volledige BSO-uitstroom (12.682 in 2003).  
Figuur a Verdeling van kwalificaties in de Vlaamse PIAAC-cohorte 25-35 jaar 
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Conclusie: ongeveer een kwart van de uitstromers uit het secundair onderwijs doen dat in een 
beroepsrichting doen (23% in 2003) en de meesten onder hen eindigen hun onderwijscarrière 
vervolgens met een diploma in 7BSO. De PIAAC-sample wijkt voor wat de totale omvang van deze 
groep niet al te sterk van de reële cijfers af (rekening houdend met de onvermijdbare ruis als gevolg 
van de steekproeftrekking): leden van deze groep kunnen worden teruggevonden in: 
- De 13% die (als hoogste kwalificatie) een 6BSO-getuigschrift rapporteerden 
- Het grootste deel van de 4% die een diploma uit een 7de jaar rapporteerden. 
- Een deel van de 7% met een secundair diploma voor wie we geen informatie over de precieze 
onderwijsvorm hebben 
- Een klein deel van de personen die een kwalificatie uit het HO rapporteerden. 
Wel zijn er met de in PIAAC gebruikte codering twee problemen. Ten eerste lijkt de onderverdeling 
die gemaakt werd tussen de groepen “Volledig beroepssecundair onderwijs” en “Voortgezet 
secundair onderwijs dat toegang geeft tot hoger onderwijs (vierde graad of derde jaar van de derde 
graad van het secundair onderwijs)” niet juist te zitten. Terwijl uit de reële cijfers blijkt dat de 
uitstroom uit 7BSO meer dan 2/3 die van 6BSO bedraagt (8.858 t.o.v. 12.682) en er dus meer 
personen als hoogste kwalificatie “Voortgezet onderwijs” zouden moeten rapporteren dan “Volledig 
beroepssecundair onderwijs” (nog afgezien van het feit dat de eerste groep werd aangevuld met 
uitstromers uit 7TSO), blijkt het gewicht van beide groepen in PIAAC hier sterk van af te wijken (13% 
vs. 4%). Mogelijk speelt hier een probleem met de gebruikte benamingen waartussen PIAAC-
respondenten moesten kiezen op de antwoordkaart m.b.t. hun opleidingsniveau. Het lijkt immers 
niet onaannemelijk dat mensen met een diploma uit het beroepsonderwijs (7BSO) niet kozen voor de 
benaming “Voortgezet secundair onderwijs dat toegang geeft tot hoger onderwijs” maar wel voor de 
optie “Volledig beroepssecundair onderwijs”. Dat betekent dus dat heel wat 7BSO’ers 
gemiskwalificeerd werden in de groep met een getuigschrift 6BSO.   
Het is dan ook mogelijk juister om in verdere analyses de categorie “vervolgonderwijs” bij de groep 
mensen die een getuigschrift 6BSO rapporteerden te voegen. Deze groep bestaat dan uit iedereen 
met een getuigschrift 6BSO, een diploma 7BSO (of ze nu correct “vervolgonderwijs” rapporteerden of 
niet) en een diploma 7TSO. Hoewel we hiermee dus het probleem van de miskwalificatie van 
7BSO’ers opvangen, creëren we er dus een ander bij door mensen uit 7TSO ook als beroepsleerlingen 
te beschouwen. Deze miskwalificatie lijkt echter minder groot: in reële cijfers is de groep 7TSO veel 
kleiner dan 7BSO en bovendien zal wellicht een groter deel hiervan nog hogere studies aanvatten.   
Dit betekent ook dat we, terwijl voorheen enkel zij die een getuigschrift beroepsonderwijs 
rapporteerden positief gecodeerd werden op de variabele “the respondent's highest level of 
education obtained is vocationally oriented”, we voortaan ook de respondenten uit het 
vervolgonderwijs hiermee zullen aanduiden. 
Vaardigheidsniveaus 
Vervolgens werden voor de verschillende opleidingsniveaus de gemiddelde geletterdheidsscore 
berekend (in de cohorte 25-35). 
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De verwachte verschillen zijn evident. Personen uit het beroepsonderwijs scoren lager dan de andere 
secundaire richtingen, maar hoger dan mensen zonder secundair diploma. Verder is er een duidelijk 
effect van het volgen van hoger onderwijs. Voor al deze vaststellingen geldt uiteraard dat ze zowel 
het gevolg kunnen zijn van de onderwijsvorm zelf als van de selectie in die onderwijsvorm.  
De score van de groep met een secundair diploma waarvoor de onderwijsvorm niet gespecificeerd 
werd is even hoog als deze van de afgestudeerden uit A/T/KSO aan, wat zou kunnen suggereren dat 
het aandeel personen uit het BSO hierin klein is.  Anderzijds scoren ook de personen uit het 
vervolgonderwijs gelijkaardig. 
Voor wiskundige geletterdheid en probleemoplossend vermogen waren de gemiddelde scores 
vergelijkbaar verdeeld. 
 
Figuur b Leesvaardigheidscores naar diploma, 25-35 jaar, PIAAC 
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